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Cancer is a global issue with significant disparities in the way it affects populations within and across countries. Cervical cancer disproportionately affects the poorest regions of the world. It is the leading cause of cancer-related death for women living in sub-Saharan Africa (1–3). Cervical cancer control is among the priorities of the World Health Organization which leads the Global Action Plan 2013–2020 for the prevention and control of noncommunicable diseases (4). Recent policy documents and guidelines have recommended state-of-the-art prevention and control methods of cervical cancer (5). These include visual inspection of the cervix, “Pap” smears, HPV testing, HPV vaccination, and early treatment (6, 7). Research is needed to build a base of evidence and support the delivery of these methods and their implementation.

The African Consortium on Cervical Cancer Control Research (COFAC-Col) was launched during AORTIC 2013 by five French-speaking African countries (Senegal, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, and Madagascar). INCa, France’s National Cancer Institute, acted as a catalyst and currently supports the network’s research activities. The primary goal of COFAC-Col is to provide a working model to implement standardized high-quality research protocols across the five countries and share knowledge. The current focus is on identifying the nature of the HPV genotypes associated with high-grade intraepithelial neoplasia lesions and invasive cancers in a series of a minimum of 370 significant cases per country. This should provide a robust baseline for future evaluations of vaccine effectiveness, by determining the prevalence of the two main genotypes involved in CC HPV16 and 18, as well as the prevalence of other HPV genotypes.

Pathologists, oncoslogists, virologists, and epidemiologists are involved in each of the COFAC-Col countries. This transdisciplinary network offers an opportunity for the transfer of methodologies and expertise as well as professional training. The participating laboratories have been upgraded for standard histologic preparations and coding of the cervical lesions. The HPV typing is conducted according to the predefined standard protocols. Multidisciplinary validation cases are conducted before they are encoded in a shared database. COFAC-Col is expected to result in a unique contribution to cancer control capacity building across the five countries. Results are expected by the end of 2016.

Closing the cancer divide is an equity imperative. There is a general sense that acting global makes a difference. Notwithstanding the challenges and limitations inherent in all collaborative processes, we believe that the ambitious, yet realistic goals of COFAC-Col should help achieve sustainable solutions in cervical cancer control.
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